Photodissociation dynamics of acetylene via the C (1)Pi(u) electronic state.
Photodissociation of acetylene has been studied using the H-atom Rydberg tagging time-of-flight technique at two excitation wavelengths (148.35 and 151.82 nm) in the vacuum ultraviolet region. Product translational energy distributions have been obtained from the H-atom time-of-flight spectra. Experimental results indicate that the C(2)H product is mainly populated in the A state. Clear trans-bend nu(2) and C-C stretch nu(3) vibrational progressions of the C(2)H(A) product in the product internal energy distribution were observed. The anisotropy parameter obtained from experiment is clearly translational energy dependent for both photolysis wavelengths. The anisotropy parameters at the two photolysis wavelengths were also found to be significantly different from each other, suggesting different dissociation dynamics for the two photolysis wavelengths.